Managed
Reserves
Empowered Analytics For Your Reserves Management
Your Reserves’ System of Record
P2 Managed Reserves integrates with
production, reservoir engineering
and economics systems to centralize
reserves data in a central repository.
In doing this, companies can reconcile,
approve and report on their reserves
in a way that is easily auditable – not
just to appease government auditors,
but private business entities as well.
It’s one thing to try to make someone’s
life easier; it’s another to completely
change their daily grind. P2 Managed
Reserves was built for reserve
managers, by reserve managers.

Immediately Actionable
Information
While others reserve management
systems may give you a system of
record, often times they are virtually
impossible to report on. So P2 put
an OLAP cube within P2 Managed
Reserves giving you unparalleled
analytics. What does that mean to
you? That means querying, filtering
and reporting on all that data across
all those systems just became virtually
instantaneous. Reports that could take
days or more to compile now can be
done in mere minutes. In other words,
you get better insight into your data
and you get it faster. Don’t get bogged
down in lengthy iterative reporting
processes, get the critical information
you need when you need it.

Data Drill Down Screen
➊ Configurable Hierarchies

➋ Drill-Down Workflows ➌ Analytics Driven

Business Intelligence Enablement

 hips with Standard Reports
S
WW YE, 10K, ALM, EIA-23, Waterfall Charts, Ultimate Reserves History Trends.
Analytics from the Cube
Plug your Business Intelligence dashboard directly into your reserves for
instant insights.
Full Excel Integration
Connect Excel directly into P2 Managed Reserves and create pivot tables
on the fly.
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Reserves Intelligence
Your reserves data becomes instantly actionable
through a number of business intelligence integrations.

Spreadsheet Integration
Seamlessly import your existing spreadsheets into
Managed Reserves and leverage all of your previous
hard work.

Date-Effective Configurations
Change your hierarchies, products or categories
every year but retain the ability to look at reports the
way they appeared in any given year.

Real-Time Charting
See the historical, geographical and categoryspecific impact of production and reserves changes
on embedded charts and maps.

Easy Approvals
Review the year in as much detail as necessary,
drilling into any and all details. Then delegate, approve
or reject any portion of it digitally. This frees your
company from email and paper-based workflows.

Change History
View the full history of all changes as you reconcile,
balance, approve and audit reserves results.

Contact P2 Energy Solutions, enquiries@p2energysolutions.com, for more information or for a demonstration.
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